
For many of us joining JITX, we do not know the hardware and circuit board industry.

Today, circuit boards are designed by hand. A board alone can take a team of expert engineers months 
to design.  Innovations are more complicated today, making circuit boards more complex.  Experts take 
decades to acquire the skills, technical intuition, and experience to design these boards and cannot 
keep up with the rapidly aging of the talent pool.  Teams are stretched by limitations of components, 
shipping, and increasingly understaffed talent pool.



We are funded by Sequoia Venture Capital for Series A, $10M and a remainder of $2M by our own 
customers. 



RAPIDLY AGING TALENT POOL

Average Electrical Engineer Age

1971 - 42 age  (70 years or older, 2%)

2000-  45 age  (70 years or older, 2%)

2019-  61 age  (70 years or older, 25%)



IT'S TIME TO AUTOMATE THE CIRCUIT BOARD (right now...)

JITX currently works by generating compiled code in our IDE.  Users build libraries of reusable code 
that they draw on to automatically generate designs.  They like using a programming language 
because the alternative is to draw and analyze each design by hand.  Our users write code to design 
hardware instead of drafting their designs by hand.  Users run code through our compiler, which uses 
AI methods to create and validate designs from the code they write. Our customers can automate the 
knowledge of their senior engineers and apply it across their organization.  We are able to optimize 
designs beyond what people can do.  Finally, JITX is a collaborative tool that can be used across the 
many functions of a hardware engineering organization.  Our software becomes more valuable the 
more people use it.  It is like Figma for Hardware Design!



CURRENT STATE OF JITX PRODUCT

We went to market before we automated all of our circuit board design, but our customers are saying 
that they already see our current product as a 6x increase in productivity.  Northrup Grumman 
measures $145M+ opportunity at their company. Our partial automation is already valuable and we are 
going for full automation in 2022.



Our customers want a fully automated SAAS tool that can get designs all the way to the factory floor. 
Users value it twice as much and our serviceable addressable market for that product is $11.4B.



CUSTOMER PAIN

Design errors, repetitive work, and supply chain issues reduce time to market, costing money and 
waste.  In this process, we will directly also improve the environment by reducing waste of trashed 
circuit boards, reducing the errors found using JITX.

To understand circuit boards better...

For this conversation, check out this youtube video on KiCad.  This video will give you  an entire step-
by-step process going through the design of STM32-based hardware in KiCAD, from schematic 
creation, through to four-layer PCB layout and routing, as well as sending it off for manufacture and 
assembly via JLCPCB.  The goal is that you understand what the Hardware Engineer goes through and 
some of the struggles along with.


Understanding the problem space



How is JITX different from something like KiCad?

What you see in the above video is a Hardware Engineer going through a single design process 
through a sequence of steps with so many options, variance to consider, properties that matter but 
seldom checked, selecting from libraries, choosing parts along the way, applying knowledge acquired 
over years of experience.  But s/he is not sure if it all will work at the end.  There will be errors found 
and iterations made.  The sheer level of skill required is not transferable from one system to another, or 
repeatable or reusable.  Mistakes are expensive and time consuming.  For JITX, we are offering an 
automated tool that produces design without errors.  You can change anything, reuse, rebuild, etc.  
Ultimately, the Hardware Engineer is defensive and scared because they cannot make changes during 
the design phase.



Imagine the products that could have existed, if some of these would exist if these problems were 
addressed?



Electrical Engineers do not like the tools available on the market.  Many products have failed simply 
because some of these problems exist.  There is no way to verify how good a circuit board will be until 
you build and test it.  The tools on the market, does not verify.  The tools are not resilient to changes to 
the specifications during the design.  These tools are not open sourced but JITX is offering our 
libraries as open sourced.  JITX is focused on testing, verifying, reusability and allowing you to correct 
those errors as you are building.



Our current state of our design tool is a schematic design tool and we should have a basic physical 
design tool in a few months. Impedance matching and signal integrity in general is one of the first 
things we plan to tackle. Because what good is a layout if when you power it on, the board doesn't 
work? We are starting with schematics to make sure we capture and understand electrical 
requirements during layout. Regarding part selection, our tool has a number of input interfaces, and 
you can specify as little or as much as you'd like. If you know the exact part you want to use, you can 
specify it. Or you can use our tool to select a part for you. Here's a 3 minute video (watch in HD or 
better) demonstrating it:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PulNN7HdiyM?vq=hd1080



We are trying to build a product that people cannot live without.  Our goal is to optimize design, make 
more accurate with reusable code and thus saving time and money.  We are literally solving a hardware 
problem with software!


